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Our City
TURF TROUBLE?

Closest bet in Calgary
Casino to university
distance raises questions
about student gambling

O

KRISTINE SARETSKY
ksaretsky@cjournal.ca

n a weekday afternoon, the smell of
smoke tinges the air inside Grey Eagle
Casino as people sit in front of slot machines, concentrating deeply on their
game. Outside, a construction crew is
hard at work underneath a flat, grey sky.
They are working on an expansion of the casino
that, according to the Calgary Herald, will add a 4.5
star hotel, a 2,000-seat entertainment centre and
300 new slot machines to the services that the casino already offers.
That expansion is expected to draw more customers than ever before to Grey Eagle Casino. But
the close proximity to Mount Royal University — a
mere 3.5 km drive away — raises questions about
the impact that the casino’s expansion will have on
the school’s student population.
Dr. Garry Smith, a gambling research specialist
at the Alberta Gaming Research Institute, thinks
the close proximity of the casino and its planned
expansion could create problems for students at
Mount Royal University.
“I don’t think there’s any research on (casinos)
being near schools,” Smith said. “Usually they’re not.”
But Grey Eagle Casino is the second closest casino to a major university main campus in Alberta,
according to an exclusive analysis by the Calgary
Journal. Grant MacEwan University is the closest,
being only 800 m away from Baccarat Casino.
Given that proximity, Smith said, “There are some
students at Mount Royal that could be predisposed
(to problem gambling) and with a casino close by,
you know they could probably go over there for
lunch — they have cheaper meals at casinos — or
have a beer after school.”
According to the Calgary Herald, Meghan Darcy
Melnyk, the former Student’s Association of Mount
Royal University president who robbed a credit
union in February 2012, told reporters her gambling addiction and the closeness of a casino to
the university created problems for her.
Those problems weren’t created by the video
lottery terminals at Grey Eagle. But the terminals,
which are part of the casino, are “the most dangerous form of gambling,” Smith said.
“I say that because, well, 75 per cent of all the
people who are problem gamblers, it’s machines
that are their preferred game. And the reason they
get addicted to them is the speed of play. You can
play them in two seconds.”
A problem gambler, according to a profile by Alberta Health Services, is someone who bets more

The Grey Eagle Casino is just 3.5 km away
from Mount Royal University.
Photo by rachAel frey/calgary journal

nificant changes or concerns in student behaviour.”
He credited the recent construction on the roads
between Grey Eagle Casino and Mount Royal University as part of the reason students might not be
exhibiting problem gambling behaviour, because
recent projects such as a traffic circle make it harder
to drive there from the school.
The expansion plans for Grey Eagle Casino first
had to be evaluated by the Alberta Liquor and
Gaming Commission, which has a three-step process for approving casino expansions. The first
step involves the AGLC assessing the request to
determine if it meets basic criteria in regard to impact upon charitable groups and gaming in the
community.
The second step involves consideration of community impact. As a casino on First Nations land,
Grey Eagle first had to seek the approval of the expansion in the First Nations community. The casino
then went beyond what was required by the AGLC
and conducted community input sessions outside
the First Nations community.
When asked about the impact Grey Eagle Casino would have on Mount Royal students, Cam
Hantiuk, the media spokesperson for the Tsuu T’ina
Nation, stated: “I think the best authority to comment on that would be Mount Royal and it seems
to me that their position would be a position that
the Tsuu T’ina Nation would echo” — a reference to
Anderson’s earlier statement that the school hasn’t
“seen any significant changes or concerns in student behaviour” as a result of the facility.
When asked for his opinion on the expansion,
Hantiuk said: “As far as the Tsuu T’ina Nation is
concerned, it’s an important piece of economic
development for the Nation and will create economic benefit that will improve the lives of Nation
members.”

than they can afford to lose and bets more than
they intended, chases gambling losses and increases wagers, borrows money to finance gambling,
lies about their gambling and gambles to escape
personal problems.
Smith states: “Only about five per cent of Albertans have a gambling problem. So, you know,
there’d be five per cent of Mount Royal students
who might be predisposed and it tends to be more
males than females.”
The Alberta Health Services profile also states
that some of the negative results of problem gambling include stress and anxiety, an increased use of
alcohol and drugs, depression and suicidal behaviour. There is also the risk of losing large amounts
of money. Another profile says that it is unclear
whether problem gambling is a cause or consequence of a mental health issue.
Mount Royal University’s counselling webpage
offers information about compulsive gambling to students.
This information includes
fact sheets on compulsive
gambling, as well as danger
signals that indicate a student has a problem.
A message at the top of
this webpage encourages
Grant MacEwan 800 m
students to contact counseling services if they are
Mount Royal 3.5 km
experiencing problems with
gambling.
U of Alberta 6.4 km
As for the university’s position on the expansion, repU of Calgary 8.7 km
resentative Duane Anderson
said, “I know we’ve always
U of Lethbridge 9.3 km
been a little concerned, as an
INFOGRAPHIC BY CONNOR BELL/calgary journal; source google maps
institution, about the casino.
“We haven’t seen any sig-
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Our City
NEW IDENTITY

Amelia Crowshoe:
Former royalty, future leader
Calgary Stampede
Centennial Indian Princess
— her hopes and history
APRIL LAMB
alamb@cjournal.ca

Y

ou wouldn’t know you’re sitting amongst
royalty, at least not immediately. Sitting
comfortably on her couch and cuddled
up with her little white dog, Amelia
Crowshoe seems like a regular 25-yearold woman, smiling and ready to chat. Her easygoing demeanour and sparkling, dark eyes are
warm, friendly and inviting.
However, once she begins to speak it easy to
see how this young woman was selected to be
the Calgary Stampede’s Centennial Indian Princess. The glowing young woman speaks with such
eloquence, it is easy to become entranced by her
every word.
A graduate of the University of Calgary’s communication and culture program, Crowshoe was
crowned the Centennial Indian Princess in September of 2011. She attended hundreds of events
as an ambassador, for not only the Stampede, but
also for member nations of Treaty Seven.
CAUGHT BETWEEN TWO WORLDS
Crowshoe grew up on the Piikani reserve amongst
her friends and family, until her family moved
away when her mom decided to go back to
school. They bounced around towns in Alberta,
until finally settling in Calgary.
“It was a nice little bubble for me (living on the
reserve), and then I moved to the city and learned
a whole new way of life,” she said.
Although Crowshoe now has an easier time
coming and going between the city and her home
reserve, she said it used to cause her a lot of conflict, especially during high school.
Crowshoe had gone from living amongst her
large extended family to just living with her mom
and sister, away from the reserve. “I felt like an outsider, and high school was the first time I’d ever
felt that,” Crowshoe said.
“I didn’t think like everybody else and I didn’t
behave like most people.
“But then when I went home they thought that
I was from the city, and I had an outsider feeling.”
Crowshoe referred to moving off the reserve as
culture shock.
“Social norms are different,” she said. “People
behave differently.
“I was totally on my own path and I had to figure
things out for myself.”
4
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After her term as Indian Princess, Crowshoe (in green) has been spending time with the
First Nations community raising awareness on political issues. Photo courtesy of amelia crowshoe
FORGING HER OWN PATH
After Crowshoe graduated from university in
2009, she returned to Piikani to do communications work at the Piikani Traditional Knowledge
Services Centre. Between that and working on a
traditional governance model project, Crowshoe
was incredibly busy over the next two years. When
her project was cancelled she decided to try living
in Vancouver with her best friend, Alex Polutnik.
After the pair moved back to Calgary, it was Poluntnik who suggested Crowshoe run for Indian
Princess.
“When I was growing up I wanted to be the
Indian Princess,” Crowshoe said. “But between
school, work and everything else, I had kind of
forgotten about it.”
Crowshoe’s grandparents are tipi owners at the
Stampede’s Indian Village, and she had grown up
attending the Stampede every year with her family.
It was at that point in her life that Crowshoe finally had the time to volunteer as Indian Princess.
“I’ve always wanted to be Indian Princess, and it
just so happened that I had the time to prepare
and really focus on applying and going through
the pageant.”
Polutnik said he wasn’t surprised at all when
she was crowned Indian Princess. “She’s extremely
qualified, she’s very well spoken, she’s driven, she’s
passionate about what she does and what she believes in. So it was really a no-brainer.”
During her reign, she also became close with
other Princesses, especially Queen Candice Lee.
After spending the past year together travelling and attending cultural events on behalf of the

Stampede, the two have created a lifelong bond.
“Anyone that gets to meet (Crowshoe) and learn
from her and her family are very fortunate people,”
Lee said. “They’re brilliant, and very welcoming.
“I wouldn’t trade anything in the world for her
friendship. She’s just an amazing friend, and has
treated me so well in the past year.”
AN ADVOCATE FOR HER PEOPLE
Although Crowshoe has been relieved of her duties, she is still working on representing her community and her people. Crowshoe currently works
on a project called Making Treaty Seven, which is
aimed at increasing education about Treaty Seven.
“A lot of people who come into Calgary don’t
really know the history of the First Nations, or the
fact that there is a treaty that was signed with
the people in this area,” Crowshoe said. “It’s at the
heart of our governance, the heart of our history;
that’s when everything changed for us.”
The final outcome of the project will be a re-enactment of Treaty Seven that anyone is welcome
to take part in.
“There’s hope of building a curriculum that we
can put into the schools in the area,” Crowshoe
said.
As for Crowshoe’s future, she hopes to study
law and help the First Nations community. “On
my reserve we’re having all these problems because we have no representation — no people
that can represent us who are sensitive to our
cultural needs and sensitive to the fact that we
think differently.”
She said her goal is to “try to help, if I can, those
who need it.”

Our City
money talks

Canadians wary of
donation fraud
Giving to organizations
hindered due to stigma
of possible misdealings

F

JORDAN KROSCHINSKY
jkroschinsky@cjournal.ca

raudulent causes, donation pocketing
and untrustworthy volunteers:
these may be a few reasons why some
Canadians are reluctant to donate to
non-profits and charities.
Aisté (Pixie) Bickuté, a former Ace 1 Advertising
and Acquisitions employee who represented international aid agency Plan Canada, experienced
that first hand.
“People sometimes questioned my position,
thinking I’m just going to put the money in my
pocket or something,” Bickuté said. “The stigma
of people falsely using donation money has had
a major effect on people supporting the lessfortunate.”
Bickuté quit her job with Ace 1 because the rejection from potential sponsors was disheartening and she found it to be emotionally draining.
Although Bickuté’s hunt for finding child sponsorships came to a halt, Canadians still hold on
to the fear of their donation money ending up
in the wrong hands.
A recent survey, conducted by Capital One
in partnership with CanadaHelps, found 51 per
cent of Canadians were concerned about being a
victim of a fraudster representing a false charity.
Meanwhile, 18 per cent of Canadians have been a
victim or know someone who has been a victim.
THE NEVER ENDING BATTLE
STARS — a charity that provides emergency air
ambulance services — was the victim of fraud
in 2007 when, according to the Calgary Herald,
their accounts payable clerk, Olaronke Fakunle,
pocketed $210,600 from fellow employers.
In an interview with the Calgary Journal, Cam
Heke, manager of media and public relations for
STARS, said sponsors and volunteers have been
great supporters and that the organization is
very thankful to still be in operation.
“It’s so unfortunate when any charitable organization, or its donors, are the target of dishonest
activity,” Heke said.
However, he added, “We are very confident
that STARS funds are well protected and it won’t
happen again.”
Fakunle pleaded guilty for two counts of fraud
on Sept. 2, 2010.

Potential donors may be wary about giving to charities. However, doing a bit of research
can help you make better decisions about donating. Photo by JORDAN KROSCHINSKY/CALGARY Journal
Nevertheless, the concern over fraudsters is
even shared by those whose work partially relies on charitable fundraising activities — such
as Chilliwack Métis Association president Jim
Middleton.
“I have a lack of confidence in the charity
sector and the protocol it has to keep people’s
money safe,” Middleton said.
The association Middleton heads was damaged by fraud.
Through raffling tickets, silent auctions, fundraisers and government grants, the Chilliwack
Métis Association supports aboriginal education, health, social services and employment
assistance.
Marc Colman, the former treasurer of the
organization, was found guilty in late June for
defrauding the charity of more than $33,000, according the Chilliwack Times.
“It was money saved throughout a long period
of time, and it was all just gone,” Middleton said.
WHAT CAN BE DONE
In fact, according to Capital One’s online press
centre, in 2007-2008 the Canadian Anti-Fraud Call
Centre (PhoneBusters) reported over $328,000 of
charitable contributions went into the pockets of
fraudsters, rather than going to charities.

However, there are ways to protect your charitable dime when approached by non-profits,
according to the executive director of CanadaHelps.org — an organization that allows anyone to search up to 89,000 registered charities
in Canada.
Owen Charters, the organization’s executive
director, said, “It doesn’t take much to protect
yourself. Don’t ever feel pressured — it can be a
huge warning sign.”
Sponsors also trustingly donate money to
organizations, hoping funds fall into the right
hands. However, not all that money may be
properly tracked and accounted for said Charters.
As a result, Charters feels the non-profit sector
isn’t necessarily the perfect system, but that it’s
still a good one.
“We’ve moved away from cash, which can be
harder to track,” Charters said. “More people are
using credit cards.”
Using plastic instead of cash lets donors see
what organization the money was donated to
when reviewing transaction history.
Charters expressed his sympathy to charities
who have had experienced fraud.
“It’s really sad when it happens, but it’s a double whammy because you’re taking away the
money from the people that need it most.”
calgaryjournal.ca
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Our City
no justice

Jacqueline Crazybull
(left), was murdered July
11, 2007 on 17th Avenue
S.W. Her case remains
unsolved.
Photos courtesy of Sandra
Manyfeathers-O’Hara

Another strong scar
Aboriginal community still
searching for their lost
mothers, sisters, daughters

O

Laura Lushington
llushington@cjournal.ca

n a briskly cold Thanksgiving Monday, Sandra Manyfeathers-O’Hara lays
a bright painting of her sister across a
park bench in Calgary’s Beltline. Today
would have been Jacqueline (Jackie)
Crazybull’s 48th birthday.
In the next half-hour, friends and family members
gather across from St. Mary’s Cathedral to remember and to ask for justice for Crazybull.
“She was somebody who really liked to laugh,”
says Manyfeathers-O’Hara. “She made everyone
laugh with just the silly things she did.”
On July 11, 2007, Crazybull, a mother of 12, was
sitting on a bench with her cousin along 17th
Avenue S.W. around 4 a.m.
In what Calgary Police say they believe to be a
random attack, Crazybull was stabbed to death.
Within the next hour, four other stabbings of two
men and two women would take place across the
city. Crazybull would be the only one to die. The
identities of the four other victims have not been
released.
The police told her that a car pulled up to where
Crazybull was sitting to ask for directions. When she
approached the car, Crazybull was stabbed.
No arrests have been made but three to five
males are the suspected offenders, says Staff Sgt.
6
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Grant Miller. Today, although Miller says police are
still investigating, Crazybull’s case remains unsolved.
“I wanted not to believe it,” says ManyfeathersO’Hara. “I was like, ‘No, it’s not true. I didn’t just
hear that. She didn’t die. She couldn’t die. She’s so
strong, I can’t imagine her being dead.’”
Manyfeathers-O’Hara adds that she believes Crazybull’s case hasn’t been given enough attention
because she was aboriginal. Calgary Police deny
any racial discrimination.
“No one deserves to get stabbed, killed and left
there like that,” says Manyfeathers-O’Hara. “And not
to ever have dignity, respect or any kind of closure
towards your case.”
Crazybull is just one of many aboriginal women
who has been a victim of violence. The Native
Women’s Association of Canada has documented
582 cases of missing and murdered aboriginal
women across Canada as of 2010. Here in Alberta,
there are 93 cases alone. Forty-two per cent of
Alberta’s cases remain unsolved.
It’s an issue that isn’t going away, according to
many in the aboriginal community. Many say the
legacies of colonization and government policies
such as residential schools are the root causes of
the high rates of missing and murdered aboriginal
women.
Residential schools have been associated as the
cause of many social problems that face the aboriginal community, including addiction, poverty
and the inability of survivors to properly parent
their own children.
Unfortunately, Crazybull’s case also echoes a

2009 Statistics Canada report that states aboriginal women are 3.5 times more likely than nonaboriginal women to be a victim of violent crime.
Amnesty International Canada adds to the harrowing numbers, stating that Canada’s aboriginal
women between the ages of 25 and 44 are five
times more likely to die as a result of violent crime.
Statistics Canada has also reported that aboriginal women, compared to non-aboriginal, are three
times more likely to have experienced domestic
violence from their spouse.
These numbers are all too familiar at Calgary’s
Awo Taan Healing Lodge — a shelter for all women
and children who are fleeing domestic violence.
The shelter’s 27 beds are filled to capacity. Awo
Taan says it fielded 2,500 crisis calls last year and
had to turn away around 2,000 women and children because they didn’t have enough beds for
them to stay.
“Not a day goes by that we do our work here at
Awo Taan that it doesn’t come to mind that there
are so many missing women and children,” says
Josie Nepinak, executive director of the shelter.
This statement is especially true for Nepinak as
her relative, Tanya Nepinak, is believed to have
been murdered in Winnipeg in September 2011. In
October 2012 a search was conducted at a garbage
dump for her body. The search proved unsuccessful
and her remains have yet to be found.
“They’re mothers, grandmothers, daughters and
nieces,” says Nepinak.
“They’re loved. They’re missed. And they certainly
didn’t deserve to die the way that they did.”
The inequalities faced by aboriginal women

Our City
may also be connected to the growing number of
missing and murdered. The women involved in the
cases are often labeled as being high-risk due to
associations with drug and alcohol addictions as
well as prostitution.
Autumn EagleSpeaker, a Calgary blogger and
activist for aboriginal issues, says that using a label
such as “living a high-risk lifestyle” dehumanizes
the person.
“Regardless of if they were living a high-risk lifestyle, there’s a story behind how they got there,” she
says as her three children play in the background.
“We should be looking at it like, ‘That’s another
person that’s missing and we should help them return or help their family have solace in their hearts.’”
EagleSpeaker had an aunt who went missing in
the 1960s. Her case also remains unsolved.
The Government of Canada began the process
of implementing residential schools in coordination with various Christian religious groups in 1874.
The schools removed aboriginal children from their
homes, forcing them to assimilate into Canadian
culture. Many aboriginal children suffered physical and verbal abuse in the schools, in addition to
not being allowed to perform any of their cultural
practices or speak their native languages. The last
residential school closed in 1997.
Here in Alberta, there were 25 residential schools
that taught 14,000 students.
“It’s as if they are disposable and invisible people,”
says Cheryle Chagnon-Greyeyes, administrative
co-ordinator at the University of Calgary’s Native
Centre.
Chagnon-Greyeyes, whose Cree name means
“Healing woman who walks far,” is a survivor of
domestic abuse. She now works to help heal the
aboriginal community from what she calls the “Canadian Holocaust.”
“What has happened to Aboriginal Peoples in
Canada really is a cultural genocide,” she says, referring to residential schools.
In the federal government’s formal statement of
apology, Prime Minister Stephen Harper acknowledged that residential schools have contributed
to some of the social problems Aboriginal Peoples
still face today.
“The government now recognizes that the consequences of the Indian Residential Schools policy
were profoundly negative, and that this policy has
had a lasting and damaging impact on aboriginal
culture, heritage and language,” reads the apology.
Nepinak, a survivor of the residential school system, also believes the policy had profound effects
on the aboriginal community.
“You were considered to be less-than, you were
considered to be a little savage, you were someone
who needed to be assimilated totally and to leave
your aboriginal-ness at the door,” she says.
This loss of culture is said to have contributed to
the aboriginal community the risk factors associated with becoming either missing or murdered.
These include homelessness, poverty, migration to
urban settings, unresolved grief and trauma, and
addiction.
“It just goes back to a cyclical cycle of abuse,” says
EagleSpeaker.
“You’ve created this hot bed of people, and to

deal with a lot of the painful struggles, people fall
prey to alcoholism and drugs or high-risk lifestyles,
like going into prostitution, just because it’s a way
to numb out the pain,” she adds.
The legacy of residential schools has been called
a scar of systemic discrimination on the Aboriginal
People’s history in Canada.
“Because there is a strong scar there, you want to
hide, you want to run away,” says Michele Audette,
president of the Native Women’s Association of
Canada, referring to the plight of aboriginal people
suffering from the effects of residential schools.
In 2010, the federal government ceased funding
to the Native Women’s Association of Canada’s private database of 582 cases, saying they were no longer going to fund research projects of that nature.
The federal government then announced a $25-million funding commitment between 2010 and 2015.
This would help to establish a national database for
all missing persons, and support programs that are
working to reduce violence in aboriginal communities and toward aboriginal women.
Yet, Audette says she thinks the information
needed to understand what is happening to aboriginal women will be diluted in the proposed
larger database.
“It was starting to change, bringing some hope,
proposed solutions and concrete action,” says Audette of the Native Women’s Association of Canada’s
database.
Currently, the database is being run by volunteers
and is gathering data on missing and murdered
aboriginals from the past, as well as the present,
Audette says. The numbers are increasing by one
to two women per month.
One proposed solution to reducing the number
of aboriginal women still going missing and being
murdered is a national public inquiry into the issue.
“We’re talking about life here; missing or killed,”
says Audette. “We’re also talking about the suffering
of the family who is still alive, and then the community, the nation and Aboriginal Peoples across

Canada. We’re all affected by this.”
Support for the inquiry is widespread throughout
the aboriginal community and is garnering support
from other demographics as well.
“If there’s a deficiency or a deficit in regards to
taking care of these issues, then that needs to come
out,” says Chief Charles Weasel Head of the Blood
Reserve.
“We’ve heard enough feedback and reports from
the families themselves and from organizations that
are supporting the families, that the only way we’re
going to really capture and put a stop to this whole
dilemma is to come out with a national inquiry.”
In recent talks, fueled by the Idle No More movement, the federal government has refused to start
a national inquiry into missing and murdered aboriginal women.
“We will not give up until we’re satisfied with the
commitment from the federal government,” says
Audette. “It might take six months or 10 years, but
it is something we will push for every day.”
While the aboriginal community waits on the
inquiry, those inside believe that it’s their own responsibility to begin some of the healing process
through cultural practices such as sweat lodges and
ceremonies.
“It’s a matter of taking responsibility as individuals, as a community and as people to heal ourselves,” says Chagnon-Greyeyes.

Sandra Manyfeathers-O’Hara (right) holds a painting of her sister Jacqueline Crazybull
(left, top picture) while she walks to the bench where Crazybull was killed in 2007.
top photo courtesy of Sandra Manyfeathers-O’Hara; bottom Photo by laura lushington/calgary journal
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Our City
Still shovelLing

Exposure 2013:
Calgary Banff Canmore
Photography Festival
February 1 – 28

Mayor Nenshi says the snow-clearing program will be “weighed
with safety” as winter goes on. Photo by hannah kost/calgary journal

Snow-route
parking ban
reconsidered

City council
receives complaints
about tickets, timing

C

Hannah Kost
hkost@cjournal.ca

ity council is continuing
to examine the hours of
snow route parking bans
after receiving feedback
that its 6 a.m. schedule is
interfering with citizens heading
to work. The program requires cars
parked along major roadways and
bus routes — which are designated
by street signs — be moved after
five cm of snow has collected on
city streets.
Ward 9 Ald. Gian-Carlo Carra deviated from city council’s agenda
on Jan. 14 to describe a “logistic
nightmare” for early morning commuters, saying they are heading to
their jobs hours in advance to accommodate snow-clearing routes.
“The suggestion came to me that
6 a.m. is really disruptive to people’s
lives,” Carra said. “If it was 7 a.m. it
could be a normal workday, and
they wouldn’t have to do anything
differently.”
8
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The ban recently resulted in more
than 900 Calgarians ticketed after a
snowstorm mid-January when vehicles were not moved in time for
its early start.
Mayor Naheed Nenshi was responsive to Carra’s proposal, saying that while the program has
been very successful — municipal
statistics show a clearance rate 30 to
40 per cent faster when the parking
ban is in effect — the timing “perhaps does not make as much sense
for citizens’ lives.”
“This question of ‘can we do this
a little bit later?’ is a very live one,”
Nenshi said.
While no decisions were made
about the snow parking ban, NenshÍi maintained that city council is aware of these issues — and
that the program’s hours will be
weighed with safety going forward.
“This is a really nice case study for
us to figure out how the program is
assisting people rather than hindering them,” Nenshi said.
“And whether the inconvenience
that people go through — and it is
a significant inconvenience, there’s
no denying that — is paid off in
terms of increased safety for them.”

exposurephotofestival.com

Face to Face Bethlehem, 2007 by Alexandra Novosseloff

politics
The Canadian Dream

Temporary foreign workers
seek jobs in Alberta
Lawyer argues ‘let them
immigrate’

E

SHANNON GALLEY
sgalley@cjournal.ca

very year, temporary foreign workers from
around the world come to Alberta to find
work opportunities under a government
program designed to address labour shortages.
In 2007, Phil Johnny was trying to do just that.
Johnny came to Canada from St. Lucia in the
Carribean as a semi-skilled worker. This means
that with a work permit, he could work in a job
needing secondary education and on the job
training.
“Back home, yes, there are some good jobs.
There are just so few of them,” Johnny says.
He was offered a job in Calgary with a wholesale foods company, as a material handler. This
job would give him work experience in a new
country. But Johnny says he was misled and mistreated. He stayed in the job for less than a year.
“Before we came to Canada we were told our
flag would be flying outside of work and that we
would get a pay raise within three to six months
of working,” Johnny says.
He was given a place to live with six other
people, but was paid less than Mexican and Canadian workers at the same job. Johnny also says
that he was forced to work overtime and never
given the pay raise.
“We were being lied to on a daily basis, and
being threatened on a daily basis,” he says.
After obtaining another work permit, and deal-

The Alberta Ministry of Human Services offers a wealth of information resources for
temporary workers. PHOTO COURTESY OF RYAN HAGERTY
ing with more under payment, Johnny has since
married a Canadian and started a family. He is
still living and working in Calgary.

SCRAPPING THE PROGRAM
Yessy Byl specializes in labour law and provides
legal services to temporary foreign workers. She
says there are a lot of problems with the temporary foreign worker program, and that it should
be scrapped.
“It’s a slave-owner mentality,” she says. “It’s quite
appalling… It’s created this huge illegal work force
and so many social problems.”
She has seen people who have paid a lot of
money to come to Canada, only to find the job
did not materialize or they were paid less than
promised.
“We need immigrants, we need skilled workers,”
Byl says. “Let them
immigrate.”
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Temporary foreign workers

permanent residency. He no longer needs a work
permit and can work anywhere.
He says that he knew what he was getting into
and was given information before he arrived in
Canada.
“I don’t feel like they took advantage, I knew
they were looking for cheap labour,” Sonny says.
STANDARDS AND PRACTICES
Zoe Cooper, a spokesperson with Alberta Human
Services, explains that the government has employment standards in place for all workers.
“Because employment standards inspections
are based on claims, the inspection statistics are
skewed to reflect work sites that may be more
prone to have possible non-compliance.”
Cooper explains that workplace rights are the
same for all workers in Alberta, and everyone is
protected under Alberta employment standards.
“Employers must pay temporary foreign workers wages that are consistent with the prevailing
wages paid to Canadians in the same occupation,”
she says.
“The vast majority of employees in Alberta experience absolutely no problems when it comes
to being paid properly.”
The Government of Alberta Human Services department offers anyone the ability to search employers, and the Ministry of Human Services has
resources in place for temporary foreign workers.
Online information, temporary foreign worker
advising offices and helplines, and a contact centre are all available on the Human Services website.
Temporary foreign workers can also file a complaint form to the ministry of Human Services
Employment Standards.
calgaryjournal.ca
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PUPPY PLEA

Love at first lick

Breaking down the
stereotypes of pit bulls
and their owners

A

ALYSSA QUIRICO
aquirico@cjournal.ca

ngel’s silver collar jingles
against her pink dog tag as
she kicks up snow. She runs
toward the two white and
brown shih tzus who have
just entered with their owner into the
off-leash area down the street from
our northwest Calgary home.
Angel approaches the dogs less
than half her size excitedly, wagging
her tail back and forth and panting
with excitement at the middle-aged
woman’s feet. She desperately wants
to be petted by this new person.
“Don’t worry, she’s really friendly.
She loves little dogs,” I say.
This is a phrase I recite without
thought. It’s an immediate reflex
when my nearly 90-pound threeyear-old pit bull approaches people
and small dogs. It’s not a warning, but
a defence of my girl that really means,
“please don’t judge her, all she wants
is to play.”
It’s never the dogs who are surprised that Angel isn’t acting aggressively towards them; dogs don’t
judge each other based on breed,
only on the energy they put forward.
It’s the humans who are in such disbelief. I’ve heard it a million times:
“She doesn’t look like an Angel!” Oh,
but she is.
DEFINING THE PIT BULL
As a pit bull owner, I find myself defending my dog’s breed all the time,
mostly due to lack of understanding.
The Merriam Webster Dictionary
online defines a pit bull as a dog
”that was developed and is now often

Should pit bulls be
banned in Calgary?
By press time, 92 per
cent of the 319 people
who voted in our poll
at CalgaryJournal.ca
said no.
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trained for fighting, and is noted for
strength and stamina.” It also notes
the term may be used to mean “an
aggressive and tenacious person.”
I admit that the words “fighting”
and “aggressive” came to mind when
my boyfriend told me two years ago
that he wanted a pit bull. I went back
and forth, worried about owning a
dog that I perhaps couldn’t trust or
handle.
But when I met Angel — at the
time only one year-old — everything
changed. It was love at first lick.
When she came home with us the
next day, I made the decision to make
her the best that she could be.
For as long as we have her, we will
all have to face the judgements and
fears of others based on how she is
defined.
REFOCUSING TO FIND A SOLUTION
On Jan. 12, the Calgary Herald reported that Calgary bylaw officials
laid multiple charges against four dog
owners in relation to “two serious pit
bull attacks” that have occurred in
recent weeks.
Photos of stitched-up canine
victims above stories detailing the
attacks seem to be flooding online
media since the incidents occurred.
The number of written comments
from the public are growing each
day. While many show support, others scrutinize the dogs using words
such as “evil” and “vicious.”
As a dog owner, I feel for the dogs
and people involved. It’s safe to say
that any dog could react negatively
if provoked, just as any person can
be pushed to their limits.
Luckily, I have never been in such
a situation with Angel. My biggest issue with her is controlling her whining when she is not the centre of attention. Of course, she is not perfect.
She barks and whines at the odd dog
on our walks, but not usually unless
another dog is doing the same. It’s
how they communicate. With one
command, she settles.
I strongly believe that more attention should be paid to the owners
and most importantly, to why these
situations occur in the first place. If
city officials and the media can help
take the public’s attention away from
frightening dog fights, and instead

Three-year-old pit bull Angel and her owner, Alyssa Quirico.
Exposure to other dogs from a young age has made Angel very
comfortable and approachable in social situations.
Photo courtesy of Alyssa Quirico

bring attention to preventing them,
perhaps we can find a solution and
avoid more hurt in the future.
Barbara Walmer, head of behaviour at the Calgary Humane Society,
says making generalizations about
any type of dog “can be a concern.”
She says focusing on educating the
public about how to approach a dog
is key. Walmer stresses that knowing
how to read a dog’s body language
and respecting its space and canine
behaviours is “safer for everyone.”
Thankfully, we live in a province
that does not currently have a ban
on pit bulls. Ward 10 Ald. Andre
Chabot said to the Calgary Herald,
“It may be pit bulls this week, but
it could be German shepherds the
next. So which breed do you ban?
Where does it end?”
There are not only stereotypes

about pit bulls, but also about their
owners. My boyfriend and I had
a terribly difficult time renting a
house because of the type of dog
that we have. One landlord admitted to us that we were not what he
had pictured because we weren’t
covered in tatoos and seemed to
be responsible adults.
So when it comes to raising a dog
of any kind, nurture can override
nature. Walmer says that people
need to seriously consider these responsibilities before owning a dog.
She adds that ample time and effort
needs to be invested by owners to
ensure their dogs lead the best life
possible.
At the end of the day, there really
is nothing better than coming home
to my gentle giant for a long snuggle
on the couch.

calgary voices
Flying high

A matter-of-fact guide
for the nervous flyer
Five reasons to relax
on an airplane

Tanis Brown
tbrown@cjournal.ca
tatistics show that one in three people are
anxious or fearful of flying.
I am one those people.
Every time I get on an airplane I have
the classic symptoms: rapid heart rate,
sweaty palms, a purse full of anti-anxiety medications and those darting eyes that look toward
every minor squeak outside of the plane as I find
my seat.
Fastening my seat belt, I repeat the statistics
over in my head. As the airplane taxis out to the
runaway, I know in my mind that my chances of
being involved in an airplane accident are one in
11 million — but the butterflies in my stomach
always tell a different story.
While my love of travelling keeps me from chickening out at the check-in counter, images of fireballs run through my mind and white knuckles
after a bit of turbulence make it difficult for me
to relax while in the air.
Determined to conquer my fear before my next
trip overseas, I hunted down some industry professionals to put to rest the myths and to give me
some reasons to relax during my next flight.
My hunt turned out to give me more than I bargained for. The next thing I knew I was being
dared to take control of a tiny Cessna, 6,000
feet in the air, to experience firsthand why it
is nearly impossible for an airplane to crash.
Here is what I found out — with shaking hands — as I grasped the pilot’s
steering wheel myself.

AIRPLANES ARE BUILT TO HIGH STANDARDS
Airplanes go through several rounds of testing and
inspection before leaving the runway, allowing nervous flyers like me to rest easy.
“Aircrafts pass many levels of inspections not
only by the companies who build them, but also
by government agencies and the airlines that fly
them,” Leon Cygman, the assistant chair of aviation
at MRU, says. “They are designed and then thoroughly tested to see if they can withstand heavy
winds, strong turbulence and all kinds of weather.”
Nervous fliers who tense up when the wings
shake on the runaway can rest easy — their
flexibility is what makes them so strong, Cygman says. He gives the analogy of trying
to break a cooked spaghetti noodle by
applying pressure to the end of it.

AIRPLANES WILL FLY
WITHOUT ENGINES
Shocking, I know, but it is true. Flight instructor
Ian Stevenson of Mount Royal University’s aviation
program demonstrated this by taking me up in a
small plane and turning off the engine at 6,000
feet. As the tiny propeller stopped spinning in
front of my wide eyes, my hands reached to brace
for the fall — and nothing happened.
Aerodynamics make it possible for the plane to
simply glide through the air with no horsepower.
Pilots are trained to land in these kinds of situations.
While it is extremely rare that this would ever
happen, especially on commercial aircraft, which
have more than one engine, it’s a relief to know
that an airplane will never just drop out of the sky.

AIRPLANES HAVE LOTS
OF SAFETY FEATURES BUILT-IN
Commercial aircrafts are the mini-vans of the sky
in terms of safety. They are equipped with enough
features to make any soccer mom rest easy during
her trip.
Radar technology helps to inform pilots about
their distance from any other object in the sky and
let them know how far they are from the ground in
situations where visibility may be limited. All systems are checked multiple times by pilots before
each flight — regardless of the size of the plane or
the airline you are flying with.
“The checks and balances that go into a flight
are based on the safety of the passengers,” Cygman
says. “No airline wants to see their logo crashed in
the field somewhere. So it is in their best interest

S

Overcoming a fear of flying may be difficult for some, but wary passengers can rest easy as
features and standards of airplanes make them safe for the sky. Photo COURTESY OF DAVID JAMES CLARKE
to follow all safety procedures.”
PILOTS ARE TRAINED TO HIGH STANDARDS
Most pilots are required to have at least 4,000 hours
of flight time under their belt before being considered for a position at a commercial airline, Stevenson says. He eases my nerves as he informs me that
he has well surpassed that amount.
“Pilots go through mandatory regular safety
checks where they are put into simulators and are
tested on what to do in hazardous situations,” Cygman says.
THERE IS ALWAYS A BACKUP PLAN
Before taking off in the single engine Cessna plane,
Stevenson put my mind at ease by explaining that
— unlike cars — there is always a backup plan in
an airplane.
By this he means that there is always a safety net
in case something goes wrong. There are typically
two engines, two pilots and a pile of maneuvers
that can be executed to prevent a crash in an emergency.
Cygman agrees, adding that today’s planes are
equipped with computers that can control the
plane once in the air and perform a landing itself
if need be.
Soaring high above the Calgary skyline with my
hands on the pilot’s wheel, my nerves began to
calm as I found my groove amongst the clouds.
As Stevenson regained control and prepared to
land the tiny plane, I let out a sigh of relief — sure
that the next time I soared high above the clouds I
would be able to relax knowing that I was in good
hands.
calgaryjournal.ca
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EDITOR’S LETTER

How do you like us now?

N

Ushering in a new era for Calgary’s community newspaper

ew design, new editors, new readers
— welcome to the shiny, fresh Calgary
Journal!
With this issue we debut the Journal‘s
new modern design, the brainchild of
design editor Jordan Simpson. Our new look softens up some of those rough edges and allows us
to boldly highlight our most important and compelling information for you. We anticipate that this
layout will be an effective tool in our mission to
showcase the people, issues and events that matter to Calgarians.
Though we’re very excited to be unveiling a
fresh take on the paper’s appearance, we haven’t
forgotten that design without content is like clothing without a body. We’ve got a new editorial team
who bring a wide range of experience to their roles
and are committed to thorough and thoughtful
reporting.
We’re proud to carry on the legacy of this awardwinning publication, and are looking forward to
making our mark on Calgary’s only true community
newspaper during our time as student journalists
at Mount Royal University.
This is an exciting time to be at the Journal —
we recently reached an all-time high of more than
15,000 unique visitors per month to our website,
CalgaryJournal.ca, which is updated several times
per week. More people than ever before are reading our words, and viewing our photos and videos,
and we want that conversation to go both ways.
We welcome your opinions, ideas and criticism:
send your letters to the editor to editor@cjournal.ca, and let us know what you think about our
stories by commenting on them online. (You can
tweet us too, @calgaryjournal, or check us out on
Facebook and Pinterest.)
One last thing: we’re bringing back our monthly
“Dare Us” column, in which we take on the challenges you give us and report back. This month, senior editor Tanis Brown faced her fear of flying and
made it through with zero emergency landings.
What do you think we should try next?

We’re proud to carry on the legacy of
this award-winning publication.

— Rachael Frey, Print Editor-in-Chief

Your
thoughts
here
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Want to be heard?
The Calgary Journal welcomes letters as a form of dialogue from and with community members. All letters to the
editor must be 250 words or fewer, and full contact information (name, address, phone number) must be included.
All letters will be reviewed, although space constraints may mean that we are not able to publish all submissions. We
reserve the right to edit all letters for grammar, style, length, factual accuracy and legal considerations.
We will not print any letters which may be considered slanderous, racist or otherwise offensive or in poor taste.

healthy living
More doctors

8,000 patients offered care
U of C opens
three teaching clinics

I

Todd Colin Vaughan
tvaughan@cjournal.ca

n need of a family doctor? The University of
Calgary Faculty of Medicine may have an
answer for you.
The faculty is providing 8,000 new patients in
the greater Calgary area the opportunity to
have a family doctor at one of their teaching clinics
throughout the city.
The catch is that resident physicians will serve
these patients. The residents are fully graduated
physicians who are training in family practice.
Dr. Allen Trautman, a community surgeon who
has worked for Alberta Health Services for more
than 29 years and is not involved directly with the
program, said that he supports this type of initiative
taken by the University of Calgary.
“It’ll allow young people and single people, especially, to have access to a family doctor that they
didn’t likely have before,” he said. “It will cut down
waiting lists to find family doctors.
“People are more at ease in general with a family doctor because they know their healthcare is
taken care of.”
According to a June 2012 report conducted by
Human Resources and Skills Development Canada,
Calgary is facing a family doctor crisis with over 90
vacancies in the region alone.
To counteract this, the government of Alberta
gave a $10.3-million grant to family medicine programs, intended to create 10 more teaching positions and 26 potential residents.
Trautman suggested that the program, which
is included in that grant, would also benefit the
Alberta taxpayer.
“It gives the public a return on their investment,”
he said. “They get to utilize the product (medical
residents) before they begin paying for it.”
Mike Nowak, a 27-year-old Calgarian who has
been searching for a family doctor for almost 10
years, likes the idea of knowing who is handling
his health.
“A family doctor would know my medical history,”
he said. “A walk-in clinic would not because you
don’t have that rapport.
“This would definitely be an option. They have all
the know-how and resources they need.”
Trautman agrees that the resident doctors are
well trained.
“They are in a very advanced stage of their training,” he said. “They even have a lot of new knowledge that some of the old doctors may not have.”
But Hugh Hawkins, a Calgarian who has lived in
the city for two years and doesn’t have a family doctor, expressed some concern about the quality of
care at a teaching clinic.

The South Health Campus Teaching Clinic is one of the locations where Calgarians can
sign up for a new family doctor. PHOTO BY JAMES WILT/CALGARY JOURNAL
“I would kind of be nervous about whether
they would know what they were doing,” he said.
“I would almost like them to get a second opinion
before making a diagnosis.”
Nowak echoed this sentiment.
“Even if there was someone (else in) the room,
that would make me feel more comfortable,” he
said.
Trautman, however, maintained this should
not be a worry for the public and said that outof-room supervision would always be the case at
these clinics.
“There may be some long-term care cases that
require experience — like chronic disease where
they may not be able to provide answers to people with those problems — but for acute things
they will be very good at that.”
He added that these doctors would refer their
patients to specialists in complicated cases, much
like any family doctor would.
Despite his initial reservations, Hawkins said
that this service could potentially be very convenient.
“It would be less waiting than at walk-in clinics,”

he said, adding that this should lead to “being able
to see a doctor easier.”
Nowak added: “You can plan better with a family doctor. Walk-ins are good for things that may
not be major, but having an appointment with
your family doctor is better because they know
your history.”
Trautman also suggested the teaching clinics
could help ease emergency wait times.
“This will prevent some of the fragmentation of
care that occurs when people use the emergency
room for their primary care,” he said. “There is way
better follow-up in a system like this where people
are going back to the same place for their care.”
Trautman said that family doctors could lead to
a better healthcare experience.
“It’s having someone they know, that they can
see when they’re not feeling well,” he said, suggesting that this should lead to “overall better
health, especially for the family.”
Currently these clinics are being run out of the
Central Teaching Clinic (at the Sheldon M. Chumir
Health Centre), Sunridge Teaching Clinic and the
South Health Campus Teaching Clinic.
calgaryjournal.ca
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expensive eats

Celiac diet pricey for many
Gluten-free a challenge for
Calgary Food Bank
Kaity Brown
kbrown@cjournal.ca

L

iving gluten-free is the new vegetarian.
But for some people, it is not a just a
tummy-trimming diet. It’s a mandatory
and expensive lifestyle change that they
cannot afford.
According to a 2011 study conducted at King’s
College London, gluten-free foods are between
76 to 518 per cent more expensive than their
gluten equivalents.
For those who just want to take off few pounds,
it’s likely a temporary strain on the bank. But for
those continually living gluten-free, the prices
can be a real piggy-bank smasher.
I personally have a gluten intolerance and have
noticed a huge difference on my grocery bill.
To demonstrate that difference, I went to Safeway and compared their Safeway-brand basic
foods to their gluten-free alternatives.
For example, Safeway-brand whole wheat
bread was priced at $2.99, while Kinnikinnick
multigrain bread was $5.99. Another glaring
difference was Safeway brand original crackers,
which were priced at $1.87, while Glutino original
gluten-free crackers were $4.99.
According to Nicole Boisvert — a representative of Calgary’s Community Natural Foods, a
gorcery store — there are a lot of reasons for
the price difference.
“I think one of the reasons why gluten-free
costs more is because of the fact that there are
a lot of specialty ingredients that go into making
the product,” said Boisvert.
Boisvert is a celiac — someone who is allergic
to gluten — and a holistic nutritionist.
She said that a lot of Calgary’s Community Natural Foods’s gluten-free items are baked goods
— which are not usually gluten free.
“They have a lot of specialty flours and ingredients. Those ingredients tend to cost a bit more
than wheat flours or baking soda.”
The price of such foods is also higher because
the companies need separate equipment and
specially trained employees to make those products, in order to help ensure they aren’t contaminated with gluten, according to Boisvert.
In addition, Boisvert explained that smaller
facilities often produce gluten-free foods, resulting in higher prices than products that are
mass-produced.
Peter Taylor, Executive Director of the Canadian
Celiac Association and celiac himself, anticipates
that prices in the gluten-free world are going to
change.
14
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The gluten-free and organic market has
exploded in recent years.
Photo by kaity brown/calgary journal

“The gluten-free manufacturing marketplace,
as I’ve been told, is over $1.26-billion dollars. It’s
also growing faster than most markets. More
companies are coming online and seeing this
as a very important target.”
Taylor said, “The challenge in food banks in the
country is, to put a word to it, very saddening.
How do they get food that is not regular, but
food that is more expensive and safer?”
Taylor explained that not only is there a huge
price difference between gluten-free and nongluten-free foods but, on top of that, these specialized products don’t last as long unless they
are kept frozen.
Kathryn Sim, a representative of Calgary’s Food
Bank, said the service has seen more demand for
gluten-free food.
“It’s pretty scary for our clients to come in and
say ‘I can’t eat the food you’ve given me’,” she said.
As a result, the food bank has been creating
food packages that include gluten-free alternatives.
But the problem has been that people aren’t
willing to donate such expensive foods when
they can donate a cheaper option.
“What we are finding is rather than food donations, we are getting cash donations at that
store,” said Sim, referring to a health food store
that had a gluten-free food drive for the bank.
Another issue is that Calgary Food Bank volunteers weren’t trained to be able to identify
naturally gluten-free alternatives.
Sim explained that a volunteer, celiac herself,
offered to help the food bank identify and sort

Celiacs face a tough decision in the
grocery store. Photo courtesy of daniel witten
gluten-free from the wheat-full counterparts,
which was more helpful than any donation, she
said.
But life is continuing to get better for those
who rely on gluten-free food.
Boisvert pointed out that celiacs can now claim
the cost difference between gluten and non-gluten food on their taxes.
“If the government is doing something like
that you’ve got to know that it is becoming quite
the industry,” she said.

FAMILY life
Click for love

Find the online dating site
that is best for you
With hundreds of
matchmaking outlets, can
your choice of website change
your love life?

A

OLIVIA CONDON
ocondon@cjournal.ca

s a society plagued with the fear of loneliness, more people are turning to online
dating than ever before. Since the introduction of the first site, Match.com,
in 1993, there has been an incredible
increase in popularity.
With sites boasting promotions for first time
users and incentives to keep them coming back,
many feel there is no time like the present to embrace this new reality of finding love.
Happily married mother of three, Amber Hicks,
recalls meeting her husband of 10 years, Clay, on
online dating site Matchdoctor.com.
“I was shy and kind of antisocial. I would never
have met someone in real life because I would
never just strike up a conversation with a stranger,”
Hicks said.
The main draw of online dating is that it eliminates that first date awkwardness, she said.
“I had the chance to chat people up before having to actually meet them,” which, Hicks said, led
her to Clay.
“He was the second person I met and it worked
out well.”
This could be the case for many adults embracing the new digital dating trend. Dating sites like
Match.com and eHarmony are getting upwards of
50 million new visitors per month.
Websites like DatingClarity.com offer short questionnaires that help to find the online dating site
that best suits individual’s specific needs. Based on
age, sexual preference and commitment level, the
site aims to match users up with an appropriate
counterpart, best suited to those needs.
But, although Consumer-Rankings.com says
more than 17 per cent of Canadian marriages now
begin online, not all members find their soul mate.
Cheryl Bulloch, a single mother of three boys,
had a much different experience online dating.
Although not looking for a husband, Bulloch says
she was shocked at the kind of people who tried to
contact her on popular dating site Plenty of Fish.
“The men were desperate and crude and just
looking for sex. I was only on for 10 days and had
over 600 inbox messages and all were unappealing.
I talked to 10 men, went on two dates and decided
it wasn’t for me.”

Information taken from Spark Network blog, eHarmony.ca, Match.com, POF.com,
Lavalife.ca and ChristianMingle.com Infographic by Olivia condon/calgary journal
Although Bulloch’s experience was poor, she
still suggests that people can find love and be
truly happy with the help of online dating sites.
“My experience was that the people contacting me did not have like morals and values but I
do think relationships can form from these websites,” Bulloch said.
Even though Bulloch’s run in with online dat-

ing didn’t lead her to a serious relationship, these
sites have made a lot of people very happy, she
said.
“It’s just like anything, there is bad but the
good can be great.”

*

great date ideas in canmore page 17
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Troy Halford and Amanda Plomp demonstrate
romance through dancing with each other at
their home.

What is romance?
PHOTO BY RACHEL KANE

Couple rekindle their teenage love

I

t is a story of true romance. Jay and Pearl
Anderson, a pair of 92-year-old lovebirds,
met and fell in love as students, but were
separated when Jay enlisted in the armed
forces.
While Jay was off at war, Pearl became a nurse
in Saskatchewan. Both married other people and
lived on opposite sides of Canada.
After becoming a widower, Jay picked up the
phone and called Pearl — after 50 years apart.
“I think the romance is that it’s nice to feel the

Amanda Blais
makes sure
boyfriend Braxton
Sickel is ready
for the freezing
temperatures
while skating on
the Bowness Park
Lagoon.

PHOTO BY LISA HALLET
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CONOR MAHONEY
cmahoney@cjournal.ca

joy of being together after all those years,” Pearl
said. “We have been very lucky to find each other
again.”
Pearl said the couple have their routine and
take care of each other. Her husband said they
do not have any specific plans for Valentine’s Day
because they don’t plan that far ahead.
“We laugh a lot together, which is very important at our age,” Jay said. “We will probably read
together and have lunch.”
The couple married in 1997 at the age 77. They
live together in their own home in northwest
Calgary.

PHOTO BY CLAYTON GOODWIN

Top: The result of
romance: Melissa
and Max Posadas
are 7 months
along their first
pregnancy.
Centre: Tom
(right) has taken
up a protective
role over his newly
adopted sister,
Meg.

PHOTO BY MEAGAN GILL

Left: Joe and Joyce
Jonassen, married
for 64 years, still
enjoy each other’s
company.
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family life
MOBILE VET

Dr. Wendy McClelland visits her four-legged patients in their
owners’ homes. PHOTO BY ASHLEY ALCANTARA/CALGARY JOURNAL

Straight to
your door
Vets To Go makes
house calls

G

Ashely Alcantara
aalcantara@cjournal.ca

oing to the vet can be a
stressful ordeal for both
animals and their owners.
Animals tend to go
through anxiety for many
different reasons, and a visit to the
veterinarian can sometimes be an
animal’s biggest stressor. For some
animals it’s the car ride there or
being in the office surrounded by
other animals. Some animals just
hate being poked and probed by a
stranger.
Pet owner Megan Wozniak said:
“My dog hasn’t been to the vet in
years; he hates it there.
“When he comes home, he just
isn’t himself and I can’t bear to see
him like that.”
For most pet owners, the
thought of their animals in distress
is hard to deal with.
Vets To Go aims to deliver stressfree veterinary care in the comfort
of your home with their mobile
services. Dr. Wendy McClelland,
founder of Vets To Go, centered her
18
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company around quality of life for
the vets, pets and their owners.
McClelland and her staff make
house calls, which eliminate the
stress of the vet’s office. During
their visits they are able to provide
services from nail trimming to taking small lumps off.
“It’s amazing what we can do
with them at home with them just
relaxed,” said McClelland.
“I think you can do better care
when you can see them in their
own environment.”
Donna Creasey chose home care
for her multiple cats. She said this
is because of her cat Oscar who has
Chrohn’s disease.
Creasey said: “With Chrohn’s
disease, taking him into the vet we
would come home and go through
a cycle where his disease would be
worse because of the stress.
“At-home care works for us. I
wouldn’t go back, not now.”
McClelland said, “They don’t see
you as a vet; they see you as just
a strange house guest who pets
them and gives them treats.
“If I can leave the house and
know that I provided an experience
that is better than they would in a
clinic, I’m happy.”

THINGS TO DO
Couple time

Romance in the Rockies
Spend the day in Canmore
with the one you love

W

Olivia Condon
ocondon@cjournal.ca

ith Valentine’s Day just around the
corner, the mountain city just down
the road — Canmore — provides
countless indoor and outdoor
activities for couples looking to
ignite or re-ignite their love.
Located only 105 km from Calgary’s city limits
in the heart of the Canadian Rockies, the City of
Canmore boasts locales that can bring out the
romance in any occasion.
1. A BREWERY WITH ATMOSPHERE
The first stop on our Valentine’s Day voyage is the
Grizzly Paw Brewing Company.
Established in 1996, “The Paw,” as locals call it, is
Canmore’s oldest microbrewery, and offers over 16
types of unique made-in-house brews.
In the heart of Canmore, this cozy-yet-fast-paced
joint offers everything from delicious bison burgers
to bacon-wrapped sirloin tips.
Their log cabin inspired décor is loaded with
charm and charisma, while their varied menu
features something that appeals to all tastes.
Steve Doucette, restaurant manager, said he
expects to see a big crowd on the special occasion
and that “The Paw” will be offering its well-known
featured items.
“We have our usual lunch specials for Thursday,
and will be having our roast night on Friday starting
at 4 p.m.,” Doucette said.

buds at Le Chocolatier, Canmore’s luxurious
homemade chocolatier.
Le Chocolatier runs daily tastings that include
a tour of the factory and the opportunity to try
several samples along the way.
However, store manager John Spear advises that
those interested call ahead to book this tasty treat
because spots are limited and fill up quickly. But
Valentine’s Day also means Le Chocolatier prepares
many specialty treats for lovers.
“We have a variety of strawberry and champagne
chocolates that are a perfect addition to any date,
day or night,” Spear said.
4. BOLD BISTRO
As the sun falls beneath the mountains, make your
way to the quaint and cozy Sage Bistro and Wine
Lounge for a light dinner with spectacular views.
Located off Bow Valley trail, this family owned
and operated locale is a modest dining experience
that appeals to all fine cuisine lovers.
From homemade chorizo and fennel soup to a
fresh duck leg confit, the Bistro is a perfect stop
year-round for lunch or dinner. Offering special
three-course meals on Valentine’s Day and
through to the weekend, Todd Kunst, the owner
and restaurant manager, is expecting a mixed

crowd consisting of Calgarians and locals alike.
“I’m looking forward to it but we will be busy,
so reservations are definitely a good idea,” Kunst
said.
The bistro has a warm log cabin feel with a
laid-back groove, while the vast wine lounge on
the upper level boasts astonishing views of the
mountains and a tapas inspired menu.
“The view really gives it that romantic feel that
people are looking for,” Kunst said.
5. SWEETHEART’S SWEET TOOTH
After a wonderful day of adventure and affection,
don’t forget to stop by at the Olde Tyme Candy
Shoppe on Main Street. It is packed to the door
with specialty candy and international delights
From heart-shaped gummies to Rogers chocolate
and everything in between, you cannot leave the
city limits without grabbing some goodies from
this classic favourite for the drive home.
While the store is kept busy all year round,
manager Rob Munger said they expect to see
an increase around Feb. 14.
“We are usually steady up until the day before,
then we always have those last minute people
and even some coming in afterwards trying to
make up for forgetting,” Munger said.

2. HIKING POST-PAW
After an indulgent lunch, Canmore offers countless
hiking and biking paths for all abilities — weather
permitting.
The Highline Trail has been a popular choice
since being unveiled in 2009.
Described as easy by HikeAlberta.com, the trail,
— which has a total completion time of around
two and a half hours — is a perfect compromise
for those who love the outdoors, but can’t commit
to a 20 km adventure.
Brent and Shannon Ellenton are among those
outdoor lovers. They celebrate their anniversary
on Valentine’s Day and said the romance doesn’t
get much better than a nice weekend walk.
“The mountains, scenery and all this fresh air is
what has drawn us here and the reason we keep
coming back,” Shannon said.
The Ellentons said they love the ability to enjoy
weekend getaways only an hour away.
3. DEATH BY CHOCOLATIER
After hiking, rest your feet and entice your taste

Just an hour outside of Calgary’s city limits, Canmore is the perfect day trip for couples
with something to suit everyone. Infographic by OLIVIA CONDON/CALGARY JOURNAL
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listings
Entertainment
Music

Falstaff presented by Calgary Opera
Jubilee Auditorium February 2, 6, 8
jubileeauditorium.com

Muse with Band of Skulls
Scotiabank Saddledome February 4
scotiabanksaddledome.com

Eric Church with Colt Ford
Scotiabank Saddledome February 6
scotiabanksaddledome.com

The Best of the Beach Boys

Jack Singer Concert Hall February 7 & 9
cpo-live.com

From the Heart of Vienna Benefit Concert
for Alberta Children’s Hospital
New Calgary Folk Festival Hall February 11
philscafe.net

Diana Krall

Jubilee Auditorium February 13
jubileeauditorium.com

Unforgettable: The Music of Nat King Cole
Jack Singer Concert Hall February 22
cpo-live.com

William Kanengiser presented by the
Classical Guitar Society of Calgary
Leacock Theatre, MRU February 16
classicalguitarsocietyofcalgary.com

Martha Wainwright

Ironwood Stage & Grill March 5
ironwoodstage.ca

Heart

Jubilee Auditorium March 10
jubileeauditorium.com

CMT Hit List Tour with Emerson Drive,
Doc Walker and Aaron Pritchett
Flames Central March 14
flamescentral.com

Theatre

Gaslight by Patrick Hamilton
Vertio Theatre January 26 to February 24
vertigotheatre.com

Bob Saget

Jack Singer Concert Hall February 21
epcorcentre.org

Festivals
Picture This...FIlm Festival 2013
West Island College February 11-13
ptff.org

Calgary Midwinter Bluesfest

Ramada Hotel Downtown February 18-23
calgarybluesfest.com

47th Annual World of Wheels
BMO Centre February 22-24
venues.calgarystampede.com

WowFest! Calgary’s First Magic Festival
Westgate Community Hall February 23
wowfest.ca

Winefest

Stampede Park Big Four February 22-23
celebratewinefest.com

Reel Fun Film Festival

Various Calgary venues February 25 to March 3
reelfunfilmfest.com

Exposure Photography Festival

Various Calgary, Banff and Canmore venues February 1-28
exposurephotofestival.com

Tradeshows
Bliss Wedding Trade Fair
Carriage House Inn February 3
blissweddingfair.ca

Community Events

He Said, She Said

Lunchbox Theatre February 4-23
lunchboxtheatre.com

As part of Calgary’s Distinguished Writer’s
Program, Margaret Atwood will be giving a
reading with commentary at the University
of Calgary on Valentine’s Day.

University Theatre February 12-23
performingarts.ucalgary.ca

Romeo and Juliet

Jack SInger Concert Hall February 14-15
cpo-live.com

COMEDY

Iliza Shlesinger

calgaryjournal.ca

Margaret Atwood

MacEwan Ballroom, University of Calgary February 14
calgarywritersprogram.com

The Eco Tour with David Suzuki & Jeff Rubin
John Dutton Theatre, Calgary Public Library February 27
epcorcentre.org

Sex Talk Panel afternoon with speakers
Buck Angel, Lady Seraphina & Lyn Baer
University of Calgary February 16
fairytalesfilmfest.com

Family Events
Night of Illusion

Cardel Theatre February 1 & 2
ournextshow.ca

Award Winning Childrens Entertainer Will
Stroet in Concert
Mt. Pleasant Community Centre February 2
willmusic.ca

All Ages Youth Anti-Bullying
Dance-A-Thon Fundraiser
National Music Centre February 16
nmc.ca

Valentines
“Love in Training” Dinner Theatre
Aspen Crossing February 14-17
aspencrossing.com

This is Your Brain on Love

BMO Centre February 28 to March 3
calgaryhgs.com

The Seagull by Anton Chekhov

FEB 2013

Westin Calgary February 8
calgaryhighlanders.com

Calgary Home & Garden Show

Theatre Junction February 6-9
theatrejunction.com
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64th Grand Highland Military Ball

“In the Heat of the Night”

Stampede Park February 7-10
calgaryboatandsportshow.ca

Sunken Red

Yuk Yuk’s Calgary February 7-9
yukyuks.com

Jack Singer Concert Hall February 4 & 5
epcorcentre.org

Calgary Boat & Sportsmen’s Show

The Kite Runner

Max Bell Theatre January 29 to February 24
epcorcentre.org

National Geographic Live
Deep Sea Exploration with Robert Ballad

Photo courtesy of Mark Hill Photography/ flickr.com

Calgary Zoo February 13 & 14
calgaryzoo.com
Telus Spark February 14
sparkscience.ca

BOOKS
reading trends

Libraries seek best ebook fit
New models of book
management emerge

W

ANNA BROOKS
abrooks@cjournal.ca

ith public libraries caught up in
the ebook explosion, librarians are
experimenting with new ways of
meeting demand.
But while they offer many advantages, the latest ebook distribution models have
their own set of restrictions.
Since 2005, the Calgary Public Library — along
with other library systems across North America
— has used an ebook system called Overdrive.
Operating much like a traditional book system,
Overdrive has over one million ebook titles available.
However, only one customer at a time can check
out each ebook.
Peter Schoenberg, director of eServices for the
Edmonton Public Library, said systems such as
Overdrive have an up-front platform and maintenance cost for libraries.
“We then buy books on top of that,” Schoenberg said. “It’s a conventional model where you
buy something and hope that someone uses it.”
And library patrons have been using it. Anne
Marie Fryer, a discovery specialist at the Calgary
Public Library, said the circulation of ebooks within their system has doubled each year.
Fryer said that in 2012, “customers borrowed
628,568 ebooks from the library.”
But as those numbers climb, libraries are looking for an ebook model that is affordable and
provides patrons with a wide selection of content.
“We’re anxious to see what models people

come up,” Fryer said. “The problem is finding a
solution that works for publishers, authors and
libraries.”
In 2011, a new ebook model called Freading
emerged. This enabled library customers simultaneous usage of ebooks. In just over a year, Alberta
libraries — along with 1,300 others across North
America — have signed on with Freading.
Brian Downing, co-founder of Freading, said
their company tried to look at the book market
from a different perspective.
He said that they “saw improvements that
could be made up and down the supply chain.”

“The problem is
finding a solution
that works for
publishers, authors
and libraries.”
Anne Marie Freyer,
Calgary Public Library
“The only fee for the library is a one-time setup
charge of $150, which is quite nominal,” Downing
said. “They just get a monthly bill for their usage.
A book is anywhere between 50 cents and two
dollars per download.”
Downing said Freading’s collection “would cost
libraries over a million dollars to buy just one
copy of each. Very few libraries could afford that.”
With 23,000 ebooks, no more waits and lower

costs for libraries, Freading offered a different
model than the Overdrive system. But Schoenberg said Freading’s cost model could prove difficult for the Edmonton Public Library when it
comes to certain books.
“It’s a win for us because we’re able to offer
customers a package of titles and we only pay
when an item is in actual use,” Schoenberg said.
“But if a book were to become insanely popular,
then it would be very expensive for us.”
The model also poses a problem with offering
customers best-selling books.
“If Freading had a brilliant collection, I think
they would be doing incredibly. They have a
model we like. All books are available all the
time,” Schoenberg said. “But they don’t have as
many of the popular items.”
Downing said “most of the time the publishers
are anxious to participate.” But a quick test of
the search function on Freading’s website fails
to turn up results for many best-selling authors.
Fryer said that the newness of the program
may be why it is taking longer “to talk all the
content providers into using it.”
Schoenberg said the lack of popular titles
available could be due to fear on the publishers’ behalf.
“Publishers are fearful that if they sell an ebook
to libraries, we’ll buy one copy, check it out a
thousand times over the next hundred years and
they only get paid once for it,” Schoenberg said.
“It’s largely a false fear.”
With the ebook business, and its associated
models for business still evolving, Schoenberg
said he hopes a system favourable to both libraries and publishers will emerge.
Until that happens, Schoenberg said “libraries
can’t do much more than wait it out.”
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books
BEHIND THE MASK

Ex-Flame becomes author
Jamie McLennan looks
at life in the NHL from
The Best Seat in the House
Karry Taylor
ktaylor@cjournal.ca

D

uring his 11 year NHL career, former
Calgary Flame Jamie McLennan
played backup to some of the greatest
goaltenders of his generation. But
playing behind the likes of Grant Fuhr
and Miikka Kiprusoff meant one thing: he didn’t
see a lot of playing time. McLennan, however,
is philosophical about his time spent riding the
bench. He has collected his observations and
stories about life in hockey and turned them into
a new book, The Best Seat in the House.
Co-authored by journalist Ian Mendes, the book
is an irreverent look at professional hockey on
the ice, behind the bench and in the locker room.
Now working as a commentator for TSN, McLennan
holds little back in detailing the often strange and
comedic situations he found himself in.
McLennan recently sat down with Calgary Journal reporter Karry Taylor to talk about his first foray
into the world of writing.
This book gives a different view of the
NHL than fans normally see. Why did
you decide to write it?
The objective was to give people a little glimpse
behind the curtain. When players deal with the
media, they are usually very careful of what they
say. I wanted to take people into the dressing room
and onto the bench, and to let them see that NHL
players are just regular guys.
You talk a lot about friendships. Why
are friendships built around hockey
so special?
You form life-long bonds because you spend a lot
of time together in a short span. You are close with
23 guys in a dressing room for nine months. You
go through wars together — literally some games
are an absolute battle. They have your back, and
you have theirs.
Those bonds are formed and turn into friendships. You don’t just go to the rink and hang out
with the guys. You take an interest in their lives.
Eventually everyone goes off in his own direction.
But you can always look back on it and the times
that you shared together.
How did you deal with being on the
road — not just travelling to games,
but also bouncing between the minor
leagues and the NHL, as well as being
traded?
22
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Former Calgary Flame Jamie McLennan has built a new career in broadcasting and
writing. Photo by Karry Taylor/calgary journal
That is the toughest thing because, talking about
friendships, you are close with your teammates and
then you move on to the next team. It was hard
on me.
But it’s hard on a player’s family too. When you
have success, it’s great. But if you don’t do well, and
you get sent to the minors or get traded, it’s frustrating. People say things to your family, and that is
tough to deal with. But I viewed it as I was playing
a game that I loved, and that I was getting paid for
it. I was very fortunate. I was one of the few who
got to play professional hockey for a very long time.
You have a story about having your
picture taken with Grant Fuhr when
you were 12. What was it like to later
become his teammate?
I grew up watching Grant Fuhr and the Oilers. I have
my picture taken with him and then — fast-forward
12 years — I am his goalie partner in the NHL. It was
surreal. He was an amazing goaltender, but he’s an
even better person.
To play with one of my idols was a dream come
true. He’s a hall of famer, and one of the best goal-

tenders of all time. I respect him very much. He and
I have maintained a friendship to this day.
What was your career highlight?
I could say a million things, but one that really
stands out is the memory of winning my first
game in the NHL. Everyone remembers their first
girlfriend, their first kiss, their first anything.
I was playing for the New York Islanders and I
started a game against the Calgary Flames.
Five minutes in, a guy named Joe Nieuwendyk
scored on me and I remember thinking “I don’t
know if I can play in this league.” Eventually, I settled
down and things went well.
Can you sum up your experience
playing in Calgary?
I loved it. I played for six different NHL organizations, but I always consider myself a former Flame. I
love the city. So Calgary is always going to be home
to for me.
Editor’s note: Questions and answers have
been edited for length and clarity.

LIVING IN STYLE
MIXOLOGY

How to get crafty with cocktails
Simple tips and tricks
to bring drink trends
into your own home

W

TERA SWANSON
tswanson@cjournal.ca
ant your cocktails to really stand
out at your next party? Try out
these different tips to get creative
with your drinks and keep your
guests impressed all night.

TASTE THE BOOZE
When it comes to cocktails, the secret to greatness is “less is more,” Rebecca Davis, bartender
at Charcut restaurant in Calgary and director of the Canadian Professional
Bartenders Association, says.
Classic cocktails have recently become more popular
— as opposed to sugar-loaded options that rely on concentrated juices and pre-made
mixes, such as vodka and cranberry juice,
or rum and coke, Davis says.
“People want to taste what they’re drinking
now. Before it was just over-juiced, over-sugary
drinks that had no direction and no flavour
profile,” Davis says. “If I’m paying $14 for a cocktail, I want to taste the gin in it.”
“The spirit should be predominant with other
flavours melting into it. Instead of mashing everything together, people want to taste all the
ingredients.”

BUDDY UP WITH BROWN BOOZE
Adam McDowell, who recently had an ebook
published on home mixology, says that sticking
with classic dark liquors, such as bourbon and
aged tequilas, is a good place to start.
“There’s a definite move towards brown spirits that we’ve seen over the past few years,” McDowell says.
He explains a good way to make cocktails
interesting is to stick with interesting liquor,
which does not include vodka.
“(Vodka) has become the dominant spirit to
such a degree that I think it has crowded everything else,” McDowell says. “It’s too easy to
simply gravitate towards vodka, because, for
younger drinkers who haven’t acquired
the taste for tequila and bourbon, it can be easy. It’s just
the simple option.
“We need to challenge ourselves; we need to try new
things,” McDowell says.
Many stick to vodka because
of the perception that it is the lower-calorie option. But if you think that darker liquor
means more calories, think again. McDowell
says that’s a widespread myth — base spirits
have the same amount of calories at the same
alcohol percentage. An ounce of 40 per cent
whiskey and an ounce of 40 per cent vodka
have the same number of calories.
KEEP IT FRESH AND SIMPLE
With the trending emphasis on quality of

Classic cocktails, such as the Tom Collins, are making a comeback in the mixology world.
photo by ROXANA SECARA/calgary journal

Rum Punch
Recipe
(Makes 1 drink)
• 1 1/2 ounces dark bajan rum
• 1/2 ounce freshly squeezed lime
juice
• 1 ounce homemade simple syrup
• 2 to 3 dashes angostura bitters
• 2 ounces water
• Sprinkle of nutmeg
Source: Thekitchn.com

ingredients, it would only make sense to use
the freshest and most unrefined products. Lisa
Kadane, a freelance journalist and cocktail columnist for Avenue magazine, says restaurants
no longer gravitate toward the cheap, processed ingredients that make up a “fast food
cocktail.”
“I know that a big trend in a lot of the restaurants is moving away from sour mixes to having
all fresh ingredients,” Kadane says.
If you do want to add a little more flavour to
complement your base liquors, Kadane says
that homemade simple syrup is very versatile
— with the option to add endless ingredients to
create different variations.
Davis says that making simple syrup is all
about experimentation. However, to make the
classic you should:
•Mix equal parts sugar and water (i.e. one cup
each)
•Add any desired ingredients (fruit, herbs,
etc.)
•Simmer ingredients to bring out flavor
•Strain mixture
GET BITTER
Cocktail bitters are another ingredient that is regaining ground in the mixology world.
“It’s basically like a spice in liquid form that
you can shake into a cocktail. The most com and that’s an
mon one is Angostura bitters —
aromatic bitters. It just adds an extra kick to
your drink,” Kadane says.
McDowell says that the choices are endless as
there are a number of different bitters to experiment with, including aromatic or flavoured.
“There’s been a real proliferation of interesting flavours of bitters and old 19th century recipes that have been revived — from chocolate or
cherry bitters to grapefruit, celery, you name it.”
calgaryjournal.ca
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living in style
fashion industry

Calgary full of
design potential
Scene in city
flourishes in face of
many challenges

T

Sarah COmber
scomber@cjournal.ca

o many Calgarians, our fashion scene has made great
leaps in the past decade,
with designers such as Paul
Hardy helping to put our
city’s name on the fashion map.
Though the fashion industry already seems to be putting on a good
show, Calgary fashion insiders indicate the scene still has room to grow.
Kara Chomistek, president of Calgarybased non-profit organization PARK
(“Promoting Artists Redefining Kulture”) says, “The beauty of this city is
that there is such a large ‘can-do’ attitude about everything.
“There was nothing here except
a river, some beautiful mountains,
some grain, and farming. But people,
for some reason, decided to settle
here. They saw the potential.”
Chomistek founded PARK with
some friends four years ago while
attending the University of Calgary.
PARK was derived from a need to
bridge the gap between emerging
artists and designers and the professional world.
In these past four years, Chomistek
has seen PARK grow rapidly. She credits the growth to the entrepreneurial
opportunities Calgary offers.
“It’s pretty incredible that you can
think up stuff and just do it,” she says.
Rebecca King, a young designer
who recently moved to Calgary from
Saskatoon, has done exactly that.
Despite designing since 2005, King
thought she would have to take up a
waitressing job until she established
a name for herself in Calgary’s fashion
scene.
In reality, King says things turned
out quite differently, “I came in and
I did the PARK show in March and I
got a lot of good press from that.
Then Studio Intent called in April and
I started selling at Market Collective.”
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Had she stayed in Saskatoon, King
says that breaking into the fashion
industry would have been more difficult, as there are fewer opportunities.
King adds there is a strong revival
of designers trying to work independently and cut out the middleman.
Hadija Gabunga, Calgary-based
owner and designer of Hipband,
agrees the city is full of potential: “I
almost feel like it’s in its adolescent
phase. It’s trying to figure out where
its going and what options it has.”
Gabunga says that she believes
there is a lot of room to grow in
Calgary, giving many designers the
chance to leave their mark.
King says that she believes Western
Canada has more creative freedom
than a lot of other fashion houses in
the country.
Chomistek says while the Calgary
fashion scene is certainly growing, it
will always be different from those in
“bigger centres” such as Paris, New
York, London, or Toronto.
Yet, while some designers choose
to pursue a larger market, for King
remaining small is where she’d like
to stay.
King says that if she didn’t remain
small, she would lose a lot of control
— losing that means she’s not doing
her job anymore.
Gabunga has been approached by
overseas producers but chooses to
produce her samples in Toronto, in
conditions she’s aware of, with hopes
of growing her brand nationally.
Although Calgary’s fashion scene
faces challenges, Chomistek says it
is not impossible to have an industry.
“There’s definitely potential, but
I think people need to stop looking
at what everybody else is doing and
focus on what we can do — what the
city is right now — and look forward
to what the city can be.”

» go to calgaryjournal.ca
to find out more ABOUT
STUDIO INTENT

Rebecca King is thankful for the design opportunities that she has
found in Calgary. Photo courtesy of Jessika Hunter Photography

Pros & cons of
Calgary fashion
industry
Benefits
• New and forgiving environment:
“It’s a wonderful environment for entrepreneurs to
grow and learn about their brand and identity.”
• Friendly community:
“It’s a welcoming community that is not going to be
as quick to criticize as some of the bigger centres.
You definitely have a bit of a cushion creatively.”
• Influx of young professionals:
“Now that we have a higher urban population and a
younger population, there is a lot more interest in
fashion, art and culture, and music.”

Challenges
• Smaller fashion centre:
“Calgary is fresh and new, so to expect that it will
have the richness and culture of cities that are hundreds, if not thousands of years old, is naïve
thinking.”
• Lack of local manufacturing:
“For emerging designers trying to keep an even
price point, a lot have chosen to manufacture themselves because that’s really the only way they can.”
Source: Kara Chomistek

CALGARY ARTS
exposure 2013

Month-long festival
celebrates photography
Participants cite
increasing community
interest in the art form

I

ROXANA SECARA
rsecara@cjournal.ca

ntention, care and commitment were some
of the words George Webber, a prominent
Calgary photographer, used to attribute the
success and endurance of a photograph.
“This is the type of work that increases the
chance of a photograph to connect with people,”
Webber says.
Exposure 2013, a photography festival running
Feb. 1-28 in Calgary, Banff and Canmore, aims to
make these connections and to celebrate the art
of photography.
In a world where anyone can manipulate a photo
with the click of a button — or add a filter via Instagram and call the product artsy — festivals like this
seek to acknowledge photographers’ hard work.
Wes Lafortune, co-ordinator for Exposure, says
the festival — in its ninth year — will be the largest
in its history. It includes 60 exhibitions, 12 events,
and new initiatives hosted in venues like galleries,
museums and alternative spaces spanning across
the three cities.
“This is an exhibition highlighting the practice
of creating something out of passion and pure
commitment to the craft,” Lafortune says. “The
exhibitors and artists in festivals like this usually
study photography and are very much devoted to
what they do.”
Webber says Exposure looks to showcase midcareer photographers that have done really interesting work.
“I’m looking forward to an exhibition by two students of mine — Maureen Hills-Urbat and Brian
Wing — called Black Magic,” Webber says of the
Jan. 12-Feb. 28 show at Lougheed House.
“Their work is really perceptive and handsome,
with fresh distinctive approaches bringing to light
a mix of Gothic architecture and the Alberta Badlands,” he adds.
Webber says he’s also excited about an exhibition
by award-winning, Calgary-based photographer
and graphic designer, Heather Saitz.
“Her photography reflects a cool and iconic element. Artists at Exposure create powerful, personal
and enduring work; these qualities add value to
photographs that can’t be forgotten,” he says.
Saitz has been involved with Exposure since
2008. This year, she was accepted in a local gallery

to showcase her Rooms for Tourists exhibition.
Rooms for Tourists — presented by Vistek from
Feb. 15 to March 9 at Calgary’s UAS Satellite Gallery
— captures the essence of Canada’s mid-century
roadside motels in the present day. Saitz travelled
across five provinces, through the course of two
years, for the project.
Saitz anticipates a bigger and better year for Exposure and says it is great to see the festival gaining
more momentum.
“People and places that hadn’t contributed in the
past are getting on board and the general participation in the community is much higher,” she says.
Peter Duthie, chair of the board for Exposure,
says more and more people are encouraging galleries to “stick their toes in the water” and see that
there is an audience and market out there for photography.
Duthie, also known as the main man behind Exposure, first became involved with photography in
1983 when he owned the Folio Gallery Inc. — an
exhibition space that showcased photography for
12 years.
“It’s important to have festivals like this to serve
as an opportunity for people to showcase their
passions and learn from one another,” Duthie says.
“We want Exposure to speak to something unique

about the area.
“You could say we’re starting to cross borders
between photography, music and film.”
And what better initiative to feature this year at
the National Music Centre than artist John Cohen
— an 80-year-old photographer, filmmaker and
folk musician from New York.
The National Music Centre presents John Cohen
In Conversation: Pop Culture on Feb. 21, and John
Cohen In Concert on Feb. 22. Cohen will also be
exhibiting his black-and-white portraits of iconic
musicians Feb. 7-28.
Duthie suggests other highlights will be the 2013
Vistek Emerging Photographer Showcase and the
Brentwood LRT Station mural, which brings the art
of photography to the city’s “commercially inundated” streets.
“Photography, for the longest time, was under
scrutiny and it took a while for it to be recognized
as an art form,” he says. “It’s art because it comes
down to the way people express themselves
through a photograph.
“Exposure is an opportunity to put photography
on a platform and ask questions.”
The vast majority of events are free of charge
with listings, dates and times available at
exposurephotofestival.com.

Au Vieux Fanal, 2012, by Heather Saitz is just a glimpse into her exhibition called Rooms
for Tourists (presented by Vistek). This will be her third solo exhibition, premiering in
Calgary at Exposure and in Toronto for the Contact Photography Festival in May.
Photo courtesy of Heather Saitz
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Artists’ struggles

Paying the price for poetry
Montréal’s Arthur Holden
brings comedy Ars Poetica to
Calgary’s Scorpio Theatre

Projects. It’s one of those curious things where arts
thrive when business thrives.”
Holden has appeared in Zack Snyder’s 300 and
Martin Scorsese’s The Aviator. He has been voicing the character of
Mr. Ratburn on the
cartoon Arthur since
it debuted 1996, and
has done voice work
on a number of video
games, including the
Assassin’s Creed series.
He was also educated
and practiced as a lawyer before moving into
theatre.

not only suggests a detailed price list for a plan to
whore himself out to wealthy Montréal art connoisseurs — including a $5,000 fellatio fee — but also
an accusation of tyranny directed at the council.

LIES AND
TECHNOLOGY
One of the things
hen passion for art is overshadHolden feels the audiowed by the difficulty to make it
ence will appreciate is
profitable, why do struggling artists
the visual aspect of Ars
continue to pursue their craft with
Poetica. A key element
tireless ambition?
in the play is how the
Such is the question presented by Montréalcharacters converse via
based playwright Arthur Holden in Ars Poetica, set
text message.
to hit Calgary Feb. 15-23.
Holden says: “We
The comedy, written by Holden and produced
have these tools now
by Calgary’s Scorpio Theatre, looks at the issue of THE CHARACTERS
that make it possible
Arthur Holden,
funding for the arts by exploring a fictional English The comparison befor us to communicate
language poetry magazine — of which the play tween business and
by writing instantaplaywright
shares its name — and its difficulties staying afloat art exists in the father/
neously and it gives us
in Montréal’s francophone culture.
daughter pairing of
another opportunity to
Calgary is the second Canadian city where the Hugh and Naomi. Hugh, a successful lawyer, is lie and deceive. So what we’ve done in the play
play is being produced — the first being Montré- drawn into the magazine’s woes when Naomi opts is, when they send a text message, it is projected
al. While the English/French debate is part of the to remain an ambitious intern at Ars Poetica instead somewhere and the audience actually sees what
play, the focus is on the validity of art as a whole. of taking a job he had arranged for her.
they’re texting.”
Given our city’s current title as the cultural capital
Holden says, at times, he thought back to his
Through the projections, audiences are in on
of Canada, Holden says it is a great place to explore courtroom days when writing for Hugh’s character. who’s lying, who’s sexting about whips and padthe topic.
“Hugh has a couple of rants that I’d like to say I dles, who’s dodging who and what characters re“To get a really vibrant art or theatre scene, a let myself go a little overboard on. But they aren’t ally think of one another as they go through the
city has to be economically in good shape,” Holden totally foreign to some of the things I feel about motions of polite conversation.
says. “With Calgary for example, you have Enbridge how the world works.”
backing the playRites Festival at Alberta Theatre
Other characters include Julia, the magazine ONE IN 200
editor and an American Ars Poetica was submitted to Scorpio between
immigrant who once late December 2011 and late January 2012, after a
set fire to a police car; tweet by artistic director Aaron Conrad let people
George, the publisher know about their call for submissions. The theatre
who uses the magazine’s received more than 200 scripts from around the
budget for personal con- world.
quests, including hourly
“Anything that hasn’t been performed in Calgary
rate motels; and Diane, a before, we’ll take a look at,” says Conrad. “So, we put
program officer with the out a call for submissions, nothing really out of the
Canada Council for the ordinary. Somehow I ended up with scripts from
Arts, who has a paranoid places like Macedonia.”
fear of living on cat food
Out of the submissions, Ars Poetica is the only
and tap water.
one Scorpio chose to stage.
Upon his first reading, director Dan Gibbins says
THE CLASH OF PRIDE he found it hilarious.
AND PROGRESS
“I think it’s everything that makes farce nicely
In one scene, Hugh fast-moving and funny, while still being really
reads aloud a business grounded in its characters,” Gibbins says. “There
plan written by George are elements of it without ever crossing into that
meant for the council. In full on ridiculous setting.”
the plan, George makes it
The director says that when working in the realm
very clear he’s not jump- of this type of comedy, it’s about making sure his
ing through hoops for cast is not reaching for the laugh, but with Holden’s
Showing at the Pumphouse Theatre, Ars Poetica looks at the
what he feels is a measly script, laughs are sure to come organically.
merit of art and the passion of artists who refuse to quit.
$28,000 grant.
Ars Poetica is showing at the Pumphouse Theatre.
PHOTO BY JUSTIN WILSON/CALGARY JOURNAL
The finished document For reserve tickets, email bookings@scorpio.ca.
JUSTIN WILSON
jwilson@cjournal.ca
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“It’s one of those
curious things
where arts thrive
when business
thrives.”
						

calgary arts
$25,000 for Music

Funding Canada’s future
talent with generous grants
Finding out which method
is right for your band

G

TRAVIS BORSTMAYER
tborstmayer@cjournal.ca

etting handed a $25,000 cheque seems
like a dream come true for most bands,
and each year Calgary radio station
X92.9 does just that as part of a license
requirement to support Canadian content development.
But unlike other funding bodies, X92.9 continues
to run their annual Xposure competition with no
regulation as to how the money is spent — which
the station says would be difficult to do, and could
disadvantage artists with a sea of red tape.
Most funding bodies take a different approach.
The Foundation to Assist Canadian Talent on Recordings and the MusicAction Foundation — who
have the majority of grant money available to Canadian musicians — have strict guidelines as to
how the money is spent.
Radio stations across the country — such as
X92.9 — have 60 per cent of their Canadian content development money go to these two organizations. But the other 40 per cent can go towards
anything designated by the Canadian Radio-Television and Telecommunications Commission as
an eligible initiative. That includes music industry
associations, music education and competitions
such as Xposure.
Carly Klassen, program director for the Alberta
Music Industry Association, says many of the opportunities for band funding require a budget
similar to FACTOR and MusicAction from the artists.
According to Klassen this budget must include
everything from hotels, flights and food costs for
touring, to marketing promotion and production if
the grant is for making an album. The requirements
musicians have to meet also vary.
“I know that a lot of organizations, their final report process is different,” Klassen says. “Edmonton
Arts Council just wants to see a report. Whereas
Alberta Music, for our Harvard grant, we want to
see your budget and your final report, and we want
to see your receipts backing up those expenses.”
The reason Klassen says many of the funding
bodies have these requirements is because “every funding body receives so many applications
for each grant per deadline, and there’s just not
enough money in the pot to give to every artist.”
Despite all of this red tape, Klassen said she
doesn’t know of anyone that just provides money

up front to artists — but X92.9 does — meaning
the artists shoulder the weight of spending the
money responsibly.
The station’s Canadian content development
coordinator Malissa Dunphy, said, “One of the
reasons we wanted to keep it just to the money
is because there’s so many bands at different
levels.”
“The first year, for example, we had Jain Vain
and the Dark Matter who had never recorded
an album,” elaborated Dunphy. “Then we had
Hot Little Rocket, who had just come back from

Dunphy says, “Things like rent for their space
where they practice and where they live are musicians’ expenses. We run into those debates all
the time in juries for grants.”
X92.9’s system gets around that problem by
not making a judgment on what constitutes a
legitimate expense
But there are also downsides of having no
strings attached.
Frontman Jordie Potekal of Rockets and Dinosaurs, one of the bands to win Xposure in 2012,
says, “You think you’re invincible once you have

Left to right: Wil Moralda; Jordie Potekal; Rory Redwood and Nigel Porahn, of Rockets
and Dinosaurs can use the Xposure grant money to get things like their tour van ready for
the road, without having to apply to fix it. Photo courtesy of Paige Woodbury
recording with Steve Albini. So if we were to determine how they should spend their money, it
wouldn’t necessarily benefit every band because
everyone’s at different levels.”
One of the more controversial topics of regulating grants is determining what actually qualifies as a legitimate expense for a band.

this money but you’re really not. So you have to
try really hard to keep your head about yourself,
and I know bands that done that, just imploded.
“People can be dumb about it. You just got to
be disciplined.
“If you’re determined to actually making it in
music you’ll be very disciplined with your money.”
calgaryjournal.ca
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Head Bangers’ Meeting

It’s only rock ‘n’ roll club,
but they like it
Calgary musicians
getting connected

V

RYAN RUMBOLT
rrumbolt@cjournal.ca

enture down to the Blind Beggar Pub on
the first Wednesday of the month and
you might find a group of rockers having what looks like a head banger’s town
hall meeting. But it’s not an ‘80s revival,
it’s just the Calgary Rock & Roll Club.
What is the CRRC? It’s a group of Calgary-based
bands and industry types, brought together to
share contacts and music.
Rockers aren’t exactly well known for their organizational skills, so a rock ‘n’ roll club might seem
like a bit of an oxymoron. But the CRRC’s founding members, Trevor Cobb, Keegan Costella and
Damien Mustaphi, say the club is filling a necessary
role in the music community.
“In my experience, bands across the country are
focusing on their own projects and aren’t supporting the other music projects around them and in
their cities,” Mustaphi says. “In the last few years,
that has started to change. Bands are starting to realize that in order for them to achieve their goals as
a band, they need to link up with other link-minded
bands.”
The CRRC is trying to recreate some of that Seattle community magic on a level that goes deeper
than just clicking the “like” button. “With all the social media out there today, it’s more important than
ever to connect to people on a face-to-face level,”
Cobb says. “You have to reach someone personally
to connect with them and get them truly interested
in checking your music out.”
Costella and Cobb aren’t the only ones who feel
that Calgary’s music scene could benefit from everyone working together. Since forming in the fall
of 2011, the club gone from three members to over
300 and, thanks to a sponsorship from the Blind
Beggar Pub, the CRRC even has their own venue
for bands to talk shop.
The gang’s all here
With band members swapping stories and exchanging high fives, the vibe at a CRRC meeting
is all about inclusion, helping make bands that are
new to the club feel welcome.
“A typical meeting starts with everyone getting
to the Beggar and having a couple drinks and just
general conversation amongst everyone,” Cobb
says.
Members and guest speakers share past experi28
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ences on how to handle everything from royalty
payments and booking venues to new trends in
social media and getting radio play.
“The club itself acts as a support system,” Mustaphi says. “It allows the members to promote
and showcase their music to an audience of likeminded individuals that will provide them with
constructive feedback to help the musicians grow
and develop their craft.”
While the majority of
the meeting may deal with
the business side of things,
Mustaphi says that the club
does more than just let
bands share industry tips
and tricks. It also lets CRRC
members bond through
their art, playing with other
musicians through a postmeeting jam session.
“Lately the meetings have
also included an acoustic
jam,” Mustaphi says. “Members of the club perform
their own band’s songs, or
they collaborate on stage
with other members and
perform a cover song.”
Getting involved
The road to success for any
independent band is full of
small victories, a lot of potholes and the occasional
tour bus breakdown. Not
having to go down that road
all by yourself doesn’t seem
like such a bad idea when
looking at some CRRC member’s success stories.
Some examples: last year
Calgary reggae-soul-rockers
Makeshift Innocence won a
$200,000 pay day from Amp
Radio. Since then they were
signed to a major label out
of Germany, and have been
touring Europe, Canada and
the United States.
The CRRC meets on the
first Wednesday of every
month at 8 p.m. at The Blind
Beggar Pub. For more information, check out the CRRC
on Facebook.

SPORTS
Hockey battles

AJHL rule has coaches split
How has limit
on 20-year-old players
affected the game?

A

QUINTON AMUNDSON
qamundson@cjournal.ca
n Alberta Junior Hockey League rule
change reducing the number of
20-year-olds allowed on team rosters
this season brought discord at its
introduction, the league’s president

says.
Three-quarters into the regular season, division still exists over the decree.
The rule, introduced in late May, calls for teams
to dress only six players born in 1992 rather than
the nine 20-year-old players that were permitted
in previous seasons. The remaining players on a
roster must range from ages 16 to 19.
AJHL president Craig Cripps says that whether
teams support or reject this rule is based on the
way they view their franchise.
“Are teams looking at their product for entertainment value for the fans?” Cripps says. “Or
are they trying to bring younger players in the
league to get every opportunity for development
at the junior level?”
Cripps says the rule came into effect because
of a request by the league board of governors.
Gord Thibodeau, the head coach of the Fort
McMurray Oil Barons, says he is not a fan of the
rule and contends it is not fair for teams that like
to capitalize on the experience of 20-year-olds.
Before this season, Thibodeau’s team was often
filled with the maximum, or close-to-the-maximum, number of over-age players.
Boris Rybalka, the head coach of the Camrose
Kodiaks, says he accepted the rule when it initially came out because, “You have to deal with
the curveball that’s thrown at you.”
Last season, the Kodiaks put a lineup on the
ice that featured three 20-year-old players. That
number has been cut to two for the 2012-2013
campaign.
Now that the rule has been in effect for over
half a season, the two coaches say the rule has
changed the game.
Rybalka says the parity in the league has improved due to this new rule.
“I don’t think it has hurt teams. When you look
at the big picture, it has made the league bigger and stronger because it has made the teams
more competitive and closer,” he says.
Thibodeau, on the other hand, argues that the
rule has no impact on the standings this season.
However, a comparison of the standings between this season and last season suggests there
has been a sizeable impact.
Last season, after games completed on Jan. 15,

Jared D’Amico of the Okotoks Oilers makes a pad save at the AJHL Showcase weekend.
Goal scoring has dropped off half a goal-a-game since this rule was introduced last May.
PHOTO COURTESY OF AJHL/DYNAMIC PHOTOGRAPHY

there was a 25-point-gap between the secondranked and seventh-ranked teams in the south
division. That gap has been reduced to 16 points
at the same time this season. In the north division, the spread between the second-ranked and
seventh-ranked teams was 42 points. This season,
only 11 points separate those two positions.
But do the tighter standings lead to better
hockey?
“There’s a lot more mistakes, and a lot more
grinding hockey rather than the finesse the
20-year-olds showed,” Thibodeau says.
Conversely, Rybalka contends the quality of
play has improved due to the better competitive
balance in the AJHL.
If quality of play is based on how many goals
are scored per game, Thibodeau’s argument is
accurate. Last season, after 324 games, the goalsper-game average was 6.66. This season after 324
games, the goals-per-game average is 6.16 — a
drop of half a goal a game.
DIFFERENT GAMES, DIFFERENT RULES?
As a result of this change, Alberta and British
Columbia both have the second lowest quota of
20-year-old players allowed on a roster in the Canadian Junior Hockey League. As of this month,
the Quebec league, LHAAAQ, allows only five
over-age players per team.
The Saskatchewan Junior Hockey League,
meanwhile, still allows for eight players born in
1992 on a roster (though that number will drop
to seven in 2013-2014), while Manitoba, Ontario
and the Maritimes can dress nine players who
are 20 years old.

This begs the question: should there be a
uniform standard for the maximum amount of
over-age players a team can dress? All of these
leagues go head-to-head during the Royal Bank
Cup championship in May.
Rybalka says: “The bigger issue with head
coaches and general managers is, ‘Look we made
the rule to six, great! We’ll roll with it.’ It’s not fair
for our next-door neighbour province to have
eight and another province to have nine. That
has to change and soon.”
Thibodeau also wants the rules to be the same
across Canada.
Fred Harbinson, who coached the Penticton
Vees to the Royal Bank Cup last season, says the
fact that the Alberta and Saskatchewan junior
hockey leagues cutting down their number
of 20-year-olds is a good thing because it will
provide “more notoriety for your league as a developmental league” for players that could be
drafted into the NHL.
But Marty Savoy, the commissioner of the Ontario Junior Hockey League says that as long as
his league is allowed to dress nine over-agers,
coaches should have a right to do so.
Savoy says the experienced 20-year-old players
can help teams take that next step, thus improving the quality of league-wide play.
Kirk Lamb, the president and chairman of the
Canadian Junior Hockey League, says he recognizes the value of dressing lineups with both a
lot of over-age players or few over-age players,
so he does not envision a scenario where every
member league adopts the same rules regarding
20-year-olds.
calgaryjournal.ca
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Breathe deep

Yoga builds stronger
post-secondary teams
Strength and conditioning
exercises make their way
into training

L

LANDON WESLEY
lwesley@cjournal.ca

acy Bradley, a former athlete who got fed
up with being injured while competing in
sports, realized there had to be a solution
to avoid common injuries like pulled
hamstrings.
Her answer to that problem was yoga.
Bradley has a degree in kinesiology and a
background in athletics. She not only does yoga
herself, but also works with Canadian Sport Centre,
teaching athletes the importance of strength and
conditioning training.
“Athletes need flexibility in terms of injury
prevention, and need to be stronger through a
greater range of motion,” Bradley said.
Bradley said her training makes athletes stronger
and less prone to injury. Athletes tend to train in
“old school” ways, according to Bradley. But proper
added training makes for a more efficient and
effective athlete.
Bradley added: “You learn the alignments of

the body. It’s learning how to stretch properly.
Everyone knows how to stretch, but it’s all about
aligning joints.
“My kind of yoga isn’t easy and fluffy —it’s
difficult but there is a balance of strengthening
and stretching really effectively.”
GAINING GROUND
This kind of training has recently made its way onto
two of Calgary’s post-secondary teams — the SAIT
Trojans men’s volleyball team and the University of
Calgary Dinos men’s football team.
Jonah Kamps plays for the Trojans, and was
introduced to yoga a few years ago. He practices a
couple of times a week, and brought it to his team
this season.
“I found benefits in flexibility, balance and
mentally it helps guys stay focused and calm during
matches — it’s a lot about breathing,” Kamps said.
Kamps said yoga helps maintain healthy bodies,
and in particular healthy knees and shoulders.
“Yoga releases a lot of stress and tension in those
areas,” he said. “It keeps everyone physically active
in different ways than pumping weights.”
Trojans head coach Andy Hayher has enjoyed
incorporating training that stresses “working
smarter, not harder.”

Dinos head coach Blake Nill believes in the effectiveness of using yoga and hopes all of his
players will continue to buy into the training regimens. Photo Courtesy of Sandra Wigg
30
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“It’s not just lifting weights that is important for
strength training,” Hayher said. “It is the ability to
be flexible so you don’t pull anything. Especially
when it comes to volleyball with all the shoulder
and back movement that is involved.”
INJURY PREVENTION
Trojans player Kamps said he and his teammates
have bought yoga into their training, and are
noticing recovery benefits to using it. Coach Hayher
has noticed a huge positive as well.
“Knock on wood, we have not had a strain or
pulled hamstring all year,” he said.
U of C Dinos head coach Blake Nill, a believer
in total fitness, has integrated strength and
conditioning training into his men’s football team
for a few years.
Nill related to how Hayher views about the
effectiveness of yoga. “I sincerely feel it has cut
down on our injuries,” he said. “It also allows the
players to train at a higher level.”
Bradley, who is also a conditioning coach, works
closely with the Dinos during the season and offseason.
“Athletic trainers have noticed that since
I started stretching, the guys they have
had way fewer hamstring injuries,” she said.
“Which is a big deal when it comes to sport
because you need to perform right now.”
WHY NOT
Bradley said she believes all athletes should
consider trying strength and conditioning
regimens. She realizes that there is some resistance
among athletes who have played sports for a long
time — “the 20-year-old football players who are
too cool to do yoga,” she said.
“Once they feel it in their own bodies, and they
know the benefits of it, they enjoy it,” Bradley said.
Another benefit of yoga, Bradley said, is that it
provides the gateway to get out of your head, get
out of your body and rest.
Bradley said: “Athletes’ bodies are yelled at to
work harder and push harder. I make sure there is a
component in my training that says just do nothing
because your body needs to rest.”
This training seems to just be making its way
out of the woodwork into Calgary post-secondary
teams. It might be making its way onto more teams
soon, especially when one considers the success of
the two teams who have incorporated it.
The Trojans are 12-2 this season. The Dinos
finished 9-2 — making it all the way to the CIS
championship game but losing in the final.

sports

Breaking the record
SAIT’s Rachel Caputo
hopes to break team’s
basketball scoring mark

N

NEIL HILTS
nhilts@cjournal.ca

ormally when a player leads the
team in scoring, they might be considered a selfish ball hog. In Rachel
Caputo’s case, her teammates and
coach insist she is anything but that.
Caputo, who is in her fifth year at Southern Alberta Institute of Technology, plays for the women’s
basketball team. She is also set to break the team
record of 1,407 career points set by Lisa Erickson in
2001. Erickson also played under her married name
of Ozcan.
Caputo said she would be upset if she didn’t
break the mark due to her an injury that is currently
preventing her from playing.
“It would bother me quite a bit,” Caputo said. “I
think once I get back in there, and as long as I stay
healthy, then it will be all right. I’ve just got to stay
positive and work on getting healthier.”
Kaitie Beard, a teammate of Caputo’s at SAIT for
the past two years, had nothing but high praises
for her friend.
“She’s probably the best teammate you could
have,” Beard said. “She’s the most humble person
I’ve ever played with, and not selfish whatsoever.”
True to the humble nature described by Beard,
Caputo was not boastful when asked about surpassing the record.
“It will be pretty neat to be able to say that I’ve
done that. It’s definitely a big honour,” Caputo said.

that he has ever coached.
“She is extremely and deceptively strong,” Martin said. “She’s also got incredibly quick hands that
make her a real force on defense. She’s got tremendous anticipation.”

GROWTH SEEN BY COACH
Head coach Donovan Martin said that when Caputo arrived, she was known as a defensive specialist, but now she has worked on her game and has
become dominating offensively as well.
Martin also said Caputo could be the best player

LEADERSHIP
Martin named Caputo captain last year.
“When you have somebody out there performing and putting in the type of effort like she does,
in practice as well as in games, working as hard as
she works, it boosts the team,” Martin said.

Caputo, white, shows off her defensive ability by stealing the ball from Mozanga
Ekwalanga, blue. At press time, Caputo is just 15 points away from SAIT’s all-time scoring
record. Photo by NEIL HILTS/CALGARY JOURNAL
STAYING AT SAIT
After getting her diploma in marketing, Caputo
decided to stay and get a new media production
and design diploma, while playing basketball. She
also has maintained a 4.0 GPA over the past two
years.
Caputo said she decided to stay longer at SAIT
because she loved the environment and the
game, amongst other things.
“I’ve been having fun, it’s a good program. I like
my coach, and all my teammates I play with are
great,” Caputo said.
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